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Sherer Gains New Outlook
After Aug·ust Shooting By Tom Goldstein Mitchell staff and students followiIJg the
August 26, 1985, i~ the da\e third-year shooting. Realizing that he did not know
student Russ Sherer will never forgeL As well many of the individuals who seat him
most members of the William Mitchell cards and letters Sherer decided that he
Community are aware, that's the night . needed to become' more aware of the
Sherer was shot fo the head by an many people in his daily life.
unknown assailant while returning to his
·..Before last August I wasn't taking
car after an evening class. It was also'tb:e advantage of the human contact and
beginning of an ordeaJ for Sherer that friendship tbat was available with
included sur_gery, several days in intensive others ... I guess I dido 't know what I was
care, and a three-week stay at St. Paul- missing. Now I'm much more aware of
Ramsey Medical Center. In addition to the people around me,
I'm making an
_his serious medical problems, Sherer had effort to talk to others and let them know
to cope with the frustration of being forced how I feel about them.~
to drop all of his fall semester courses. ·
One of the individuals with whom
Despite these.set6acks,. however, Sherer Sherer feels a special bond is Betty Gilr
now looks at that ~evening in August' as berd, wife of Raymond ,Gibberd, a Conthe.start of an experiencethathas changoo trol Data com.puter consultant who was
his life forthe-l;>etter~ l can't imagine why shot the same evening as Sherer and later
I survived (the shooting)," Sherer said died from his wounds. Despite her own
. recently. "But whatever the reason, it has personal tragedy, Gibberd sentflowers to
made me look at things a lot differently ... Sherer the day after the shooting, and her
I don't want to waste my life and slip back uncommo11 kindness deeply touched him.
ipto just going through the. motions .of
"I couldn't imagine someone with that.
living."
kind of grief taking the time to send flowPrior to the shooting incident, Sherer ers," Sherer said with much emotion.
felt his life to J,e strittly one of going to "She's an extraordinary· person and the
work (as a computer architect at Sperry's friendship that my wife and I have deveRoseville plant), attending classes, and loped with her will be· a lasting one."
studying~with little time for sleep and no
time for exercise: He found himself worn
In contrast to Sherer's remarkable fee"'
out at the end of the day and _somewhat overy from his wounds of last August, ,
removed from the wodd around him. His Gibberd, a British citizen; has faced
brush with death convinced him that numerous misfortunes since her husband's
there were more import-ant concerns in tragic death. In addition to the arduous
life than work and law school, and since task of raising two young children by her.:. .
- his recovery frQmhis wounds Sher.er has self in a foreign country, Gibberil'sunfaconcentrated ons(!Cnding more time with miliar.ity witli American law~ led to the
his wife Patty and his elderly .parents, as complete loss of her automobile when a
well as getting back into a daily exercise friend had an accident while driving it. "Irr ·
routine he abandoned when he began law England the insurance policy covers everschool in 1983.
ything, so my husband and I dido 't realize
Sherer is quick to point out that his ' that one needed separate collision covernewly-found perspective on life is largely age- in this country," Gibberd said~ She
a result of the tremendous amount of . and her children will return to England in
o
concern that was shown him by William May.
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Student to Walk America
for Cystic Fibrosis Remedy
By Robert Contreras

Law school is a challenge. Balancing
law school with a full-time jbb is an even
greater challenge. But try to attempt a
crQs~untcy walk to draw attention to
cystic fibrosis (CF), and you · defutltely
have your hands full. l)lat is what firstyear student -Bill Adams is attempting to
accomplish in the next few months.
' Adams, an IBM employee aQd member
of the Marine Corps Reserve, will be
walking with Craig Reid, a cystic fibrosis
victim and Ph.D. student in entomology
at the University of _Illinois-Champaign.
Reid; 29, has taken no medication for the
·past six years. Many CF victims take up to
as many as 20 pills a day. Reid has been
able to beat the- odds because he uses the
five Chi Kung martial arts breathing
exercises. In addition to the breathing
exercises, Reid works out 90 minutes a
day, five days a week, alternating between
his upper body and legs.
Cystic fibrosis is the leading genetic
killer of children in the United States. It is
a disease that kills many victims in childhood, and most victims before they are
21. It is an incurable genetic disorder that
clogs the respiratory and digestive· systems. Cystic fibrosis affects only individuals of European ancestry, which adds to
its elusive mystery.
The purpose of the walk is to draw
attention to CF. Reid wants to reach out
to children with CF, and to their parents,
to give· them: a positive outlook on life. "I
want to offer them an inspiration to live,"
said Reid. In addition to drawing attention to CF, Reid hopes he can t~ach other
CF victims the breathing exercises he
learned in Taiwan. Reid hopes he can
teach the breathing exercises to anybody
with lung disorders.
In order to learn the rare martial art,
Reid mountain-climbed for thirty d~.ys in

:pouring rain. Hew.ai~ five hours each
day for an instructor that never showed.
The ordeal was a test to see if Reid was
truly sincere about learning the ai:t form.
Reid and Adams met in Endicott, N. Y.
in 1977, and have been friends ever since.
Adams describes Reid as a very peaceful
and gentle person, at peace with himself
despite the fact that he may die any day.
Adams -who does not have CF, is participating in the walk because he supports
and believes in. Reid's goal to ,4elp other
CF victims to live longer with his special
breathing exercises.

First Annual
S uden /A umni
1nher Dance
Bill Adams.
Besides promoting a public awareness
of CF, and trying to
other CF victims t.b,e special breathing exercises,
Adams and Reid plan to donate money
they raise from the walk to the Cystic
Fibrosis Clinic at the b niversity of Minnesota. They shose the university clinic
because its director, Dr. Warren War-:,
wick, is the leading worldwide expert on
cystic fibrosis.

teacn

Continued on page I/_

. ·Saturday, April 12, atthe Marquette Inn in the IDS Tower in
downtown Minneapolis. Tickets are $15 per person or $l50
for a table of ten. The cost includes a cash bar coc~tail hour
from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m., sit-down dinner from 7:30 to 9:00 p.m.,
and dancing from 9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. Music will be provided by the Bill Duna Orchestra. This band plays music from
the '40's to modern selections.
All students, "_faculty and alumni are invited to attend.
Tables of 12 can be reserved in,11dvance. Black tie optional..
Reduce(j room rate from $110 to $65 per night. Contact SBA
rep or the. alumni office.

L------- -- -- -- -- - - - - -- - - - - -- - - ~
/
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If you are taking a class in one of the
following courses, up-to-date Minnesota Bar
Review/BRI outlines are available.
• Administrative Law
• Business Organizations (Corporations)
• Civil Procedure
• Commercial Transactions
• Constitutional Law
• Contracts
• Criminal Law
• Criminal Procedure • Estates and Trusts
• Evidence
• Income Tax
• Negotiable Instruments
• Property
• Remedies
• Torts
By registering for-the Minnesota Bar
Review/BR! course (onlyu $50 course deposit is
needed), you will freeze the course price and
receive a set of outlines on all of these
subjects. The outlines are useful in preparing
for final exams. And, you will be a step abead
in bar exam preparation.

. See your campus representative or visit
us at the Minnesota Bar Review/BR! table in the
student lounge on:
4-7 p:m.
Monday, March 17
4-7 p.m.
Tuesday, March 18
Wednesday, March 19 4-7 p.m.
For more information, contact the
following campus representatives or call our
office at 338-1977.
· Greg Brown
Fran Jones
Elise Colosey
Lyndon Nelson
Patty Cornford
Paul Ziccarelli
Karen Dingle
• Students who have already registered for the Minnesota Bar Review/
BRI <?Curse Of'!d received outlines can exchange outlines with a 1984 or
earlier copyright for 1985-86 editions. Thank you for registering with
Minnesota Bar Review/BR!.
.

Minnesota
Bar Review/ BRI, Inc.
Suite 650, 701 Fourth Avenue South
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55415 (612)338-1977

American ·Indian
Law Students
Organize AILSA _
By Charli Winking and Terry Hokenson

Since American Indians are affected in
unique ways by many levels of lawtreaties, federal and state · statutes, and
reservation codes, for example-adequately serving the legal needs of Indian
people can be very complicated.
Add to this complex legal picture the
unique nature of traditional Indian cultural values-values which have somehow
endured through unimaginable military
and social devastation- and you begin to
understand the dimensions of the need for
American Indian lawyers.
American Indian students at William
Mitchell have formed American Indian
Law Students Association (AlLSA) in an
effort to enhance the awareness and sensitivity of non-Indians, especially attorneys,
to American Indian issues. AILSA also
intends to provide support for the American Indians currently enrolled in law
school, and to work actively to increase
the number of American Indian law
students.
Shirley Cain, AILSA member, pointed
out that many issues are unique to American Indians. The cultural pride that
American' Indians have has come up in
class discussions, Cain said. AILSA wants
to show the importance of Indian culture,
traditions and_history to the community.
It is important for non-Indians to recognize that Indian culture still exists and ca,n
and should exist within the larger U.S.
society.
At present there are only eight lndian
students at Mitchell, according to AILSA.

They intend to maintain an American
Indian student body within the law school
by providing a support system for the
American Indians presently enrolled. Cain
pointed otit that American Indian students have crucial philosophical differences with many of the concepts involved in
legal education.
i
<(
For example, although competitiveness .8
and the struggle for grades and class rank C~
seem inherent in the law school experience, ~
competition is contrary to !ndian values z
and beliefs, which center around com- sors and classes.
munity interdependence and cooperation.
If any upperclass students or faculty
The concept of private property as are interested and willing to help tutor.
taught in law school is also foreign tp give sample exams, or consult with stuIndian social patterns. AILSA members dents, AILSA asks that they leave a messaid that Indians have no concept of sage in the AILSA box in the Communiproperty in terms of ownership and pos- cation Center. Members are also willing
session. Indians traditionally view the land to offer a crash course in Indian issues if
as another being, part of the community anyone is interested.
as a whole. The job of the human is to act
AILSA also feels that it is critical to
as a caretaker, living in harmony with the
increase the number of American Indian
land. The Indian view of the land as
students at Mitchell. Members want to
..sacred" is diametrically opposed to the
assist the college in recruiting and enlegal system's view of private property as
couraging prospective American Indian
..sacred".
students.
The separation of church and state,
although fin:ply embedded in the traditional legal system, is also an alien concept.
Many tribes do not separate spiritual
from governmental practice on the
reservations.
To bridge the cultural ·gap, AILSA
plans to develop and enhance practical
skills necessary for law school-writing,
analytical and oral skills. "fhey plan to
establish a network for sharing outlines
and information on financial aid, profes-

it is also necessary to go · out into the
community and show h1gh school and
college students that there are American
Indians at Mitchell.
The question raised by AILSA is how
serious is Mitchell about recruiting and
supporting American Indian students?
Tffe li niversity of Minnesota is very
aggressive in recruitment, giving information on financial aid, housing and the
school. AILSA wants very much to participate in recruitment efforts by the college to see that the maximum possible
number of students is reached.

AILSA points out that options at Mitchell are much better because of the flexiAmerican Indians feel a very strong bility in scheduling. Students can take
sense ofloyalty to the community, accord- evening classes, take less· than a full load
ing to AILS A. As a result of the needs of and work at the same time, easing finanthe Indian community many qualified cial burdens.
AILSA members want to contact the
students are diverted at the college level
and don't pursue post-graduate degrees. It current applicants for fall admission. Dean
is not an instinctive goal for an Indian James Brooks ·and Admissions Director
person to want to make a Jot of money, Robert Stowers have invited AILSA
according to AILSA members; serving members to participate in recruiting other
the community is the more important goal. prospective American Indian law students,
according to AILSA members. They
AILSA members feel that they can intend to pursue that goal by attending
help provide role models to encourage career days and career education fairs at
young~r students to enroll in law school. high schools and colleges. In that way they
They can provide role models within the feel that they can act as initiation guides in
law school by bringing Indian attorneys the community as well - as at the law
o
to speak on legal and cultural issues. But, school.

Client Counseling Competition
Winds- Up Season
By Nancy Wiltgen

The student attorney·team of David
Johnson and Barbara Jerich won this
year's Client Counseling Competition on
February 15. Also competing in the final
round on the 15th were the teams of
David Fenske-Bob Goldstein and Jeff
Heath-Thom Campbell. Because of prior
commitments Johnson and Jerich were
unable to attend the Regional Competition Feb. 28-Mar. I at Creighton·University so William Mitchell was represented
at the regionals by Fenske and Goldstein.
The Client Counseling "t:ompetition
began in i969 as an inter-scholastic competition in California. In 1973 the ABA
Law Student Division began administering the competition, and by 1985, I IO
schools in the U.S. and Canada were par-

ticipating, including William Mitchell.
The purpose of the competition is to
simulate an initial law office consultation
situation. Law students acting as attorneys
are presented with a typical client matter
in a particular area of law, which this year
waS criminal law.-They conduct an interview with a person playing the role of a
client and then explain how they would
proceed.
The competition is open to ariy second-,
third- or fourth-year student. The intraschool competition begins in the fall,
when students form their own teams and
begin participating in practice rounds.
First-year students act
clients during
the three practice rounds held prior to the
school competition in February.

as

Continued on page I I
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-COMMENTA-RY-----NeighborsSing Joni Mitchel
Tune on Parking Lot Plan

,.

By Michelle Moran

lack of an ongoing college/ citizen gr<:>up
to bring about a neighborhood dialogue
causes a strain in our relationship with the
school. The District Councils (8 and 16)
have become that forum, along with the
Grand A venue and Summit Avenue task
forces.

· In order to sample neighborhood feelings about William Mitchell's parking lot
proposal, the writer contacted Courtiney
Brazel, President of the Summit Hill
Association/ District 16 Planning Board.
Besides teaching twelfth-grade F;nglish,
· _How does the Summit.Hill Aaociatio..:Brazel also serves as Editor for The Beacon, the newsletter ofthe Planning Board. ·feel. about the proposed parking lot at
Although Brazel was not able to schedule WMCL?
an interview, he was able to answer some
We oppose the lot; both District 8and
written questions:
District 16 have been on the record in that
What is your perception of the rela- regard. The college does have the legal
tionship between William Mitchell and the right to build it, but we question whether
the lot is really necessary. There are other
community?
nearby lots not being fully utilized. StuWilliam Mitchell does not have as
dents do not seem t(? have an unreasonacomplex a relationship with the communble distance to walk from street parking
ity as a liberal arts college would. Other
or these lots. We oppose placing a lot on
than law students, a limited number of
the beautiful, green space along Summit
citizens have reason to associate ~1th the
Avenue. The neighborhood places
college. There are no sporting events,
great value on the historic avenue and
concerts, etc. for people to att~nd. Thus
another eyesore is unwelcome'indeed. We
William Mitchell basically assumes the
see the potential for increased traffic conrelationship of a property owner. A numgestion, especially at and near Summit
ber of WMCL students and staff live and
and Victoria.
shop in the community and are an asset to
If the lot is to be built in spite of our
the community in that regard. The physiopposition,
we want to see a design
cal presence of the college on Summit
Avenue, of course, affects the neighbor- implemented that will be a visual asset to
hbod and nearby residents, especially Summit Avenue, rather than a detriment.
where parking is concerned. When issues The only reason we are considering soflike the proposed parking lot come up, the tening our opposition to the proposal i&
because we do not want an all-or-nothing
. battle ending in a lot with an unacceptable
design. We are continuing dialogue with
INSERT POLICY
the college.
I
The Opinion insert policy is to perWhat alternatives to the proposed
mit the insertion of circulars sponparking lot exist?
sored by members of the WMCL
Full utilization oflots in existence now.
community as long as labor and
Disputes and communication problems
materials are furnished by the sponhave hindered this so far.
sors and the timely distribution of
the paper is not materially affected.
Would the Summit Hill Aaociation
Sponsors must be identified on the
like to have WMCL represented by stucirculars.
dents or faculty at its meetings?
We can notify the college if we want a
representative at our meetings out we.
The Opinion
would prefer that the college initiate a
William Mitchell College of Law
college/ citizen participation group.
875 Summit Ave.
What can WMCL do to improve its
St. Paul, Minnesota 55105
Ph. (612)227-9171, Ext. 154
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The College will host an information day for newly accepted
students on Saturday, March 22,
from 1:00 to 3:00 p.m. The purpose
of the day is to acquaint these students with the faculty, programs,
and facilities of William Mitchell
and assure a high rate of matriculation.
There has been a general downturn in law school applications, so
a special effort is needed to make
sure that as many accepted students· as possible become registered students.
A successful ejfort is clearly in
the financial self-interest of all
returning students. However, the
Opinion.staff urges all students to
consider the golden opportunity to
make a strong first impression on
these potential entering students.
We can impress them with the
vigor and camaraderie of our extracurricular organizations, with the
broad range of interests i nd back-

grounds represented in the student
body, with a simple welcome that
will dispel any fears of an unalloyed
dog-eat-dog environment.
If you would like to contribute
to bringing about a more cpoperative atmosphere and encouraging a
deeper social consciousness among
law students, this is a time to do it.
The way we do it here is going1o
affect the way we do it out there.

All of us can have a role to play
in this important day. If you would
like to take part, please call Bob
Stowers or Nadine Sehnert at 2279171 ext. 129 ASAP.
The program will begin in Room
111 at 1:00 p.m. Next our visitors
will be invited to talk with repre.,.
sentatives of student organizations
in the student lounge. Hors
d 'oeuvres and refreshments will be
served.
Information supplied by Robert Stowers,
Director of Admissions and Financial Aid

,,..

relationship with the smrounding neipborhood?

Initiate a participation grpup to ensure
effective communication. The steady CQmmunication necessary for good community relations can be effected with a participation group made up of citizens, students,
and college officials.
o

Spring Program Set
by Women's Law Ca.ucus
By Laura Staples

HAPPY
ST.PATRICK'S
DAY

A noteworthy upcoming event is the
annual Spring Program sponsored by the
Women's Law Caucus. The program,
Women in the House/ Women in the
Court, will be-a panel discussioi, featuring
members of the Legislature and the Judiciary. Panelists will include: Linda Scheid,
Representative from Brooklyn Park;
A viva Breen, Head of the Commission on
the Economic Status of Women and;
Judge Cara Lee Neville, District Judge,
Fourth Judicial District. The moderator

will be faculty member Ann Bateson. The
women will be discussing not only the
challenges of holding positions which
were previously under-represented by
women, but also what women can add to
these professions. The program will be
held on Thursday, April 10, at 8:30 p.m.,
in LEC 107.
Anybody interested in helping to plan
this event, or future events, is invited to
come to a general organizational meeting
on Thursday, March 20, at 8:30 p.m., in
the boardroom.
o

.

Students Split Vote on Parking Lot .
Below are tabulated the results of the February 25 and 26 poll of students and
faculty on the proposed parking lot. The total student population as of the eighth
week of Spring semester l 986 was 1040. The total number of votes cast was 568 1
or 54.6% of the student-population.
%of
%of
Raw Vote
Total Vote
Total POJ:!.
Strongly in favor
Mildly in favor
Don't know/ care
Mildly opposed
Strongly opposed

180
90
29
61
208

Totafs2-

568
3
Staff/Faculty: Total Votes Cast - 29
Raw Vote

31.7
15.9
5.1
10.7
36.6

17.3
8.7
--2.8
5.9
,20.0

100.0

54.7

%of
Total Vote

Strongly in favor
Mildly in favor
Don't know/ care
Mildl:¥-opposed
Strongly opposed

17
0
3
4

58.6
17.2
0
10.3
-13.8

Totals

29

99.9

5

Three ballots were tossed out because they were ambiguous. Year I, Section 3 ballots were not
turned in.
2 If all "favor" votes and all "opposed" votes are respectiveJy combined, the vote is 270 for and 269
against.
·' The staff/ faculty vote was impromptu, so it is more interesting than reliable.
Note: The QgC. _gender and year information was supp lied somewhat emnically. Some type of
demographic voter pro6Je will beexcrapolated by mid-April, but it will n ot be as broadly-ba.~ed as
had been bope<lFor lhosc wbocoopcrat~. we th.ank you; to those who weren't asked. we apologiz.e;
for these who wron: edi.t orials, your existence is confirmed, if that's--any consolation.
1

Poll tabulation submitted by Ted Dooley.

YOU MADE AN INFORMED ,DECISION IN- CHO-OSING
YOUR LAW SCHOOL.
NOW MAKE AN INFORMED DECISION IN CHOOSING
YOUR BA-R REVIEW COURSE.
Discover for yourself the Josephson/ Kluwer BRC advantage. Our
program offers comprehensive yet succinct outlines, issue graphs (JIGS),
audio cassette on successful exarrt writing, an unparalleled testing program
plus much more.
Contact a campus representative or call the Minnesota Regional Office
at 644-6070 for enrollment information. Be sure to inquire about our
current discount:
SAVE UP TO $85!!!

. ~ sum &

TO LEARN THE LAW

~::Sflbsfance___;

iOIIPHl0NMKI.IJWIII
BRC TO .PASS THE BAR
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Ban the Ethics Exam
By Prof. Doug Heidenreich

.

,

Among the questions is this one:
1Questions Jl-13 are based on the folEvery applicant for admission to the
Minnesota bar must take and pass, in
lowing fact situation.
addition to the regular bar exam, a
Client retained Attorney to institute
multiple~hoice, 50-question examination
an action against Defendant for breach
in Professional Responsibility.' The reof contract. The retainer agreement
quirement is not only ineffective, it is insiprovided_for a nonrefundable fee of
dious. The Minnesota Supreme Court $1,000, which Client paid, and a charge
and the Board of Law Examiners should
of$50 per hour for services rendered in
stop administering the professional reconnection with the matter. attorney
sponsibility exam. 2 Furthermore, the
spent eight hours preparing a comcourt should stop requiring that some plaint for filing, reviewing Client's files
lawyers who are being disciplined take
and making an independent investigaand pass the professional responsibility
tion of some facts in Client's case.
exam.3
,Attorney became convincecl that
The exam is bad for two reasons: the · Client's recollection of. the f ~ was
"answers" are sometime;;s wrong and, more
faulty and that Client would not prevail
in a lawsuit. The statute of limitations
important, the exam teaches new and old
will run on Client's claim in one week.
lawyers alike that the appropriate standAttorney wishes to withdraw without
ard of "ethical" conduct is adherence to
filing suit. Client insists that Attorney
arbitrary rules. 4 If the lawyer walks close
at least file the complaint in the matter
to the line but does not step over it, she or
before withdrawing.
he will not be discit>lined. Thus, the message that the court sends to all of us is that
a lawyer's -conduct is to be measured
strictly by adherence to rules of positive
The very existence of the
law as promulgated by the court. The
lawyer who adopts this as the standard
exam and the reliance
for appropriate cond,uct will perpetuate
on it by the examiners
and enf.orce the popular perception of
lawyers as comer cutters and tools of
and the court teaches
unscrupulous clients.
the wrong thing.
In the wake of the Watergate episode 5
many writers urged American law schools
to institute special ethics courses or to
make other efforts to require training in
Question 13
Professional Responsibility. 6 Some law
ff Client admtts that his story was
7
schools grudgingly complied but the cycle
untrue and Attorney withdraws with
of concern for education in ethics or proClient's consent, is it proper for Attorfessional responsibility now seems to have
ney to keep all or any part of the $1,000
reached its nadir. The seed money grants
retainer that Client paid?
and the articles will be with us again after
the next public scandal in which lawyers A. Yes, theentire$1,000if$l,000was
a reasonable nonrefundable retainer.
are deeply involved.
Let me address the first of my points of B. Yes, but no more than $400 for the
criticism of the multi-state exam require- eight hours of her services.
ment: the "answers .. are sometimes wrong. C. No, if Attorney withdraws without
In the pamphlet provided to potential filing suit.
applicants for the exam there are 25 sam- D. No, because Attorney withdrew
ple exam questions. The questions are from further representation of Client.
similar to those of the exam that the
The ..correct" answer given in the key is
applicant will take; the booklet advises
(A):
that is, the examinee is supposed to
the applicant to study the practice exam
asume
that "nonrefundable retainers" are
as a way of preparing for the real thing. s

NOTES
I. Rule II of Minnesota Rules of the Sup~me
Court for Admission to the Bar says that a
would-be \awyer must have "taken an examination on the Code of Professional Responsibility
[probably the rule will be amended to refer to
the Rules of Professional Conduct}given under
the auspices of the Multistate Professional
Responsibility Examination Committee of the
National Conference of Bar Examiners and
received thereon a minimum grade as determined by the Minnesota Board of Law
Examiners."
2. While the examinee must have received [at
least?] "a minimum grade" on the exam, 1t]here
shall be no limit to the number of times an
applicant may take this test."
3. See, e.g., In re Luther, 374 N.W. 2d 720 (Minn_
1985) in which the respondent, a practicing
lawyer, was 'required by the court not only to
"take and pass the professional responsibility
portion of the multi-state bar examination" but
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valid:a nd enfor"eable, at least under some
circumstances. If a nonrefundable retainer
can ever be valid (which is doubtful), the
question and i~ answer are at best deceptive and, more realistically, wrong. 9 Any
decent examinee could only conclude that
(B) is the appropriate answer. The question
virtually teaches the examinee that what
is indefensible morally or ethically or,
indeed, under any reasonable interpretation of the rules, is, or at least may be,
okay.

The cycle of concern for
education in ethics ...
seems to have reached
its nadir.
The defender of the exam might argue
that it is improper criticism to pick on a
couple of specific questions that might be
misleading or even wrong. After all, the
questions are subject to constant scrutiny
and review. 1o It would be easy enough to
get rid' of the offending questions. Why
throw out t~e baby with the bathwater? 11
The response brings me to the related
but more serious second point of criticism. The very existence of the exam and
the reliance on it by the examiners and the
court teaches the wrong thing. No lawyer,
or any other citizen, can live his or her life
blindly adhering t.o positive rules promulgated by the legislature, the court or
anyone else.
By teaching that moral and ethical
issues can be resolved by a fine reading of
the language and that fact situations
should be analyzed by a hair-splitting
scrutiny of the words of the rules we are
telling lawyers that they should practice
their profession in just this way. If a client
plans to commit a crime and we team
about it, we may disclose the client's
intention (that is, we will not be disciplined
if we do) so long as the crime probably
will involve death or serious bodily harm
to a third person. If the crime involves
something less than this we may not so
disclose (that is, we would be disciplined if
we were to do so). ii End of problem.
Next case. Pernicious nonsense.

to Msua:essfully complete a course in professional
responsibility at an. accredited law school."

A Comment, 27 J. leg. Ed. 592 (1975) for
comments on that suggestion.

4 .. 1be National Conference of Bar Examiners
1986 Inform~tion Booklet for the M.iltistate
Professional Responsibility Examination (Booklet) contains Sample Examination Questions
that are Msimilar to those contained in the
"M PRE." Of the 25 sample questions, 9 raise the
question whether described conduct would
make the lawyer "subject to discipline." Fifteen
questions ask whether it would be "proper" for
a lawyer to do or not to do certain things. One
asks whether a lawyer Mshould" withdraw from
representation in a described situation. The differences in the concepts are subtle; all refer to
adherence to the Rules of the Code of Professional Responsibility or the Ethical Considerations of the Code, or to the Model Rules of
Professional Conduct, their Preamble and Comments. See Booklet at p.5.

7. 1be Amt>ncan Bar Association ·Standards for
Approval of Law Schools requires approved
schools to "require of all candidates for the first
professional degree, instruction in the duties
and responsibilities o( the leglll profession. "lbe
law schools are not required, however, to have a
separate course to meet this standard. Standard
302.(a) (iv).

5. This term will sound faintly archaic if it is not
downright mysterious to many readers.
6. See D'Amato, Watergate and legaj Education:

·-

8. "Read and answer [the sample questions] to
familiarize yourself with the kinds of questions
contained in the examination." Booklet at p. 21.
9. The curious can read my letter on the subject to
the editoi- of Bench and Bar and the material
,there cited in Bench & Bar of Minnesota,
Volume 42, No. 5, May/ June 1985 at p. 8.
10. See Booklet at page 19.11. Lawyers are fond of hackneyed phrases like this
(consider also "Pandora's Box," Ma windfall,"
"opening the floodgates." "the slippery slope,"
etc.).

Of course, any lawyer can answer questions about the rules governing fee disputes 13 or about representing two parties
with -obviously divergent interestsl4, but
the ability to answer these questions does
not tell the examiners or the court or
anyone else what the lawyer's moral and
ethical bent might be. If all that the examiners learn is that the lawyer kno~s that
the rules prohibit stealing a client's money
the entire enterprise is a waste of time.
What to do? Should we return to essay
bar exam questions rs about professional
responsibility? Should we abandon the
subject altogether? Cari we examine in
such a way as to determine the lawyerls
moral approach? If we can, should we do
so? In answer to these questions I suggest
the following:
l. We should include issues of professional responsibility in the substantive bar
exam questions. These issues should be
relatively subtle and open ones that the
examinee can dis.cuss carefully within the
timeframe of the questions.
2. The grading of these issues should
not reflect adherence to a strict interpretation of -0ne of the Rules of Professional
Conduct but should evaluate the examinee's depth of concern and understanding
of a moral dilemma that a lawyer might
encounter.
3. If we are right in -our assumption
that we can evaluate a person's ability to
analyze and to apply general legal principles to a substantive legal issue (and we
may not be right in that assumption-but
if we are not, we should abandon the
entire bar exam) it is no less likely that we
can examine to determine the potential
lawyer's moral orientation.

The question virtually
teaches the examiner
that what is indefensible
morally ... may be OK.
The ha,d questions I have not yet raised:
if we do learn that a potential lawyer is an
incipient shyster, what can we do about it?
Can we refuse admission to a person who
has yet to be caught in unsavory conduct
because we have determined that his basic
approach to life and .to law practice is a
tawdry one? Would such an approach
meet constitutional standards? Would it
be likely misused to exclude from the bar
minorities or those of unpopular political
persuasions? 16
Whatever the answer to these questions, one thing is clear: we are doing it
wrong now.
o

12. See Model Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule
l.6(a) and (b)(l). Note, however, that Minnesota has retained as its version of Rule 1.6 the
language of Rule 4-10 I of the Code of Professional Responsibility that allows the lawyer to
reveal "the intention of a client to commit a
crime."
I

13. ·See sample question 7, Booklet at p. 26.
14. See Sample question 17, Boolflet at p. 31.
15. In February, 1978, contrary to the recommendations of members of the William Mitchell,
University of Minnesota and Hamline faculties,
the Board of Law Examiners began to examine
on J?rofessional responsibility by means of
objective, multiple choice questions. Before this
ill-advised change the bar exam had included
an essay question on the subject.
16. There is a long history of efforts by bar examiners in some states to exclude those with political
affiliations of which they disapprove. See, e.g.,
Baird v. State Bar of Arizona, 401 U.S. I
(1971).
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WO:MEN
IN THE HOUSE
WO:MEN
IN THE COURT

BEST
SELLERS

• What special issues do
"'11tlen judges confront'?
• What do llOltlerl legislatDrs bring
to the House?
• Why should-women law students
considec roreers in the House or the Courts? -

April 10, 1986, Thmsday
8:30 p.m.
Kt.ynore Speaker

Justice Rosalie Wahl
Rme&ts
IJnda Schied, DFL Representative
Justice Cara l.ee Neville
Aviva Breen, Executive Director
of the Conunis&on on the Economic
Status of vVomen
Modemtor
Anne Bateson, Adjunct Professor,
William Mitchell
Wme and Cbeese Reception Following
William Mitchell College of I.aw,.
Room I.EC 107
875 Smnmit Avenue, St. Paul

.

New Catalog
·Post Office Box 37000
Washington, D.C. 20013
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SPEAKER TO BE CHOSEN

Graduation
Plans
A Journey Into
Taki_ng
the Future ·
Shape
From a news release.

By Nancy Wiltgen

Plans for June graduation are now in
full swing. It will be held on June 8th, l :30
p.m., at the I.A. O'Shaughnessy Auditorium, College of St. Catherine. Each
graduate will receive 6 or 8 tickets for
guests. The number of tickets available
depends on the number of graduates. The
class size now is approximately 210 but
only 190 to 200 will graduate, for various
reasons.
Steve Krum, Special Events Coordinator for the College, handles the administrative functions for graduation. All graduation questionnaires and cap and-goWn
orders were to be turned in to his office by
January 31. As of this writing, 30 to 40
members of the class had not turned in
this information. To plan properly and
avoid any last-minute problems, he needs
to know who will walk in the ceremony,
the name to be printed on the diploma,
any special needs of a graduate, the correct
size for caps and gowns.
,
Krum is working with the student graduation committee on other details of
graduation. The committee consists of
Dianne Cohn, Karen Cole, Kathleen Corley, Maron Fenico, Peter Warner, Betsy
Keyes and Clark Griffith. They wili decide
on music for graduation and the reception
afterward, the food to be served at the
reception, and the other smaller details
that go into graduation. According to.
Krum, the committee will tell him what
they want and he then will implement
those plans.
The graduation committee will soon be
polling the graduating class in order to
select the faculty members who will do the
hooding and give the "charge to the class."
After the poll is taken, one full-time professor, one adjunct professor and one
woman professor will be selected based on
the number of votes n,~eived. The professor receiving the most'votes will give the
"charge to class," and the other two will
do hooding.
The committee may also be surveying
the class regarding student recognition
awards. The graduates would select acertain number of their classmates for ~ognition at graduation of their contributions to the class and the school.
Probably the most important function
of the graduation committee is providing
advice on. the speaker for graduation.
Page 8

Dean James Hogg stated that he wants as
much information as possible from students. He would like to know what people
want and need for graduation and says
that the SBA should act as a link between
students and his office. Unfortunately,
the SBA did not form a viable student
graduation committee early in the first
semester, and as a result, student activity
in the speaker selection process has not
been as strong or diverse as it might have
been.
The SBA did not publicize the formation of the gradution committee and originally formed one only by word of mouth.
Several students interested in participating in the process attempted to participate
on that committee without success, so
they formed their own committee. According to Matt Downs, Dean of Academic
Affairs, there were different committees
in existence last semester, but now there is
one consolidated committee. That committee is taking a unified approach to
decision-making and is fairly representative of the class as a whole.

The committee has selected the theme
"Law, Power and Social Responsibility"
for graduation. Kathleen Corley stated
that the speaker should be someone with
prestige, influence and power, a good
speaker, able to adress the topic, have
experience with social responsibility, and
be an individual of local interest. Clark
Griffith said he believes that the speaker
should be a person from the non-legal

(Saint Paul, Minnesota)-On Friday,
March 21 at 8:30 p.m., Actors Theatre
will open Trakker's Tel, an odyssey into
the future created by Composer Randall
Davidson, Visual Artist Janie Geiser and
Director D. Scott Glasser with the Actors
Theatre Company. The production will
run through April 12.
community, someone who can help the
Set in the distant future, this exciting
school in its search for financial aid and adventure depicts the life and culture of a
provide entry into the business world. tribe that has survived a worldwide chemiBecause the class is so diverse, it will be cal di_saster. Diggers by nature, this tribe
impossible to find a speaker who will unearths a series of artifacts which are
please everyone completely, so a sort of assigned meaning and significance. As
"balancing test" can be applied to these they dig to uncover the past and discover
criteria to find speaker who can address a future, they are confronted by dreams, a
the class as a whole.
wandering group of performers and a disA list of proposed speakers has been turbed outsider.
submitted to Dean Hogg. Contrary to
Trakker's Tel is a journey into the
wht some students believe, Dean Hogg is future that reveals much about today's
the person who extends the invitation to a society as well as the formation of sociespeaker, not the Board of Trustees. Both ties in general. It provides a provocative
Dean Hogg and Dean Downs said that visual example of how a society's tradithe Trustees' role in planning for gradua- tions, mores, values and superstitio'hs can
tion is minimal. There is no "hidden strengthen or weaken its structure. Music,
agenda" for graduation or for the speaker. puppetry and language. will combine to
There are practical-limitations on selecting create an extraordinary threatrical event
a speaker, such as a reasonable potential at Actors Theatre.
to get a suggested person. In addition,
Support to underwrite this special colbecause the speaker is -usually given an
laborative project has been provided by
honorary degree, everyone concerned
The Northwest Area Foundation, The
should be coi;nfortable conferring that
Minneapolis Foundation, The Henson
honor upon her or him. The administraFoundation and The Jerome Foundation.
tion has given its assurance that it will do
Preview pc::rformances are scheduled
its best to honor the list of suggested
for
Thursday, March 20 at 7:30 p.m. and
speakers submitted by the committee.
Friday, March 21 at 1:00 p.ni.
All of the people interviewed for this
' Regular performances are Wednesdays
article agreed that graduation is a celebraand
Thursdays at 7:30 p.m., Fridays at
tion for those students who have completed their formal legal education. Gra- 8:30 p.m., Saturdays at 4:30 & 8:30 p.m.
duation is also a public event which and Sundays at 7:00 p.m. A Tuesday pershould help to enhance the prestige of the formance is scheduled for April 1 at 7:30
school. Griffith sees graduation a&, an p.m. A Sunday matinee is scheduled for
event which can bri~g glory to the college April 6 at 2:00 p.m.
as a celebration of its future and its pur- · Ticket prices for Trakker's Tel range
pose. He believes the college should use from $7.00-$16.00 depending on seat
graduation and the honors bestowed upon location and day of performance.
the speaker to improve itself.
For reservations and more informaAn area of concern earlier in the semes- tion, contact the Actors Theatre Box
ter was the location of graduation. In Office at 28 West Seventh Place, Saint
Continued on page I I Paul, Minnesota, 55102/(612)227--0050. o

INCOME TAX RETURN PREPARATION
Very Reasonable Rates
Evening and Weekend Hours
• Licensed in Illinois as a CPA •
• 2 Years Tax Preparation •

Call: PAUL MOTIN at 224-25~

'NHAT DO· YOU THINK?
Q •What do you like the most or the least about
• attending William Mitchell?

Photos and interviews by Pat O'Donnell.

-

Bill Lad, four th year, sec. 2: "l guess I
like the legal environment, the diversity of
the students. You get to meet people from
a lot of walks of life."
'f

• _Bill Pugh, second year, sec. 4: "l like
the schedule. I moved here specifically
because it is a night program. I came here
from North Dakota, and that's the only
reason I came-because there is no other
night program around even close."

A Jeff Brown, second year, sec. 3: "What
I've found kind of amusing, you might
say, is the pretentious attitudes of people
here, and it's covered with the competitive
edge you find here. And it's pretty unnecessary because once you've locked yourself into a position, you're committed."

A. Becky Havlisch,first year, sec. 3: "The
thing I like the least is having to work and
go to school. But that is no one's fault but
mine. I like the variety of people that you
meet here. You're kind of isolated in your
own profession before you eome here. but
there's diversity here. I do hate the parking situation here."
Kathleen Corley, fourth year, sec. 1:
"What I like best is that it's a night school,
which allows me to be a student with
people my own age, and which allows me
to benefit from full-time instructors and adjuncts. And what I don't like
about the school is the apparent lack of
responsiveness to student needs and
concerns."
,

A Mary Laue.._first year, sec. 3: "Night
school is advantageous, I think, because
you're going to school·with a group of
people with different backgrounds-not
like college where you were going to
school with a group of people who were
all the same age, all expecting to get out at
the same time. Here it's not so homogeneous. People have real-life experiences. Sometimes in class we'll be talking
about something in a case, and it will turn
out to be someone's profession in the
class."
o

ComeVudtUs
Soon!

• Nancy Wiltgen, four th year, sec. 2:
"The thing, I like the best is the faculty
members-full-time · and adjunct. They
give us the best of both worlds, and I
think they sincerely care about their
students."
·

Bar&Grill
Lunches and Dlnner Served

Talent Show

11 :00 kM. · 11 :45 P.M.
Sundays Food - 4:00 P.M. - 11 :00 P.M.

Liquor
9:00 A.M. - 12:50 P.M.
Sundays - 12:00 Noon - 12:00 A.M.
Also Piano Bar and Game Room

7:30 FRIDAY MARCH 21
Room 1_11 ( AuditoriU:m) .
Comedy
• Song
• Bagpipes by Dean Hogg
• Dance Troupe with Dean Brooks
• M.C. - Prof. John Sonsteng
•

O'Gara's

"Disco"
~

$

•

Brand New- O'Gara's Garage
5,CXXJ square feet of addition
Dancing NlghtlV
7:00 P.M. · 1:00 A.M.
164 NORTH SNELLING AVENUE
ST. PAUL, MINN. 55104
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Ecumenical
Aid to Counter

William Mitchell

Talent Show

Contra Support
A coalition of religious leaders has
announced a national year-long campaign
to raise $27 million dollars in humanitarian aid for the people of Nicaragua in
1986. This effort, called the "Quest for
Peace," is a direct challenge to the U.S.
Coqgress which voted last June to send
$27 million to the contras who are ~king
to overthrow the Nicaraguan
government.
The ecumenical aid campaign was
announced by Bishop Thomas J. Gumbleton, Archdiocese of Detroit; Rev.John
W. Pyle, Washington Episcopal Cathedral; Sister Marjorie Tuite, OP, Director
of Ecumenical Action for Church Women
United and National Coordinator of the
National Assembly of Religious Women;
Clare Feinson, New Jewisb Agenda, and
Rev. William R. Callahan, Co-Director
of the Quixote Center and Coordinator of
Quest for Peace.
The. Quest for Peace campaign is a
broad coalition of 72 groups and individuals from 27 states and D.C. The ecumenical nationwide campaign has already
shipped $9 million in aid, equivalent to
'the same amount released thus far to the
contras from the State Department's
Office of Humanitarian Aid. The cam_paign was initiated by the Quixote Center, a national Catholic justice and peace
center, 3311 Chauncey Place #301, Mt.
Rainier, MD 20712. Contact them for
information on how you can participate.D

BENEFIT FOR WMCL CHILD CARE

7:30 . FRIDAY MARCH 21
Rootn 111 (Auditorium)
PREVIEW OF AITRACTIONS
•
•
•
•
•

Comedy
Song
·Bagpipes by Dean Hogg
Dance Troupe with Dean Brooks
M. C. -- Prof. John Sonsteng

Ticket prices based on sliding scale - approximately $3.00
Tickets available at the door or in advance in student lounge.

FREE REFRESHMENTS

From Witness for Peace Jan./ Feb. 1986

.•

,;._~,/...
~··'
'

•

'

t

-•

Disabled Veterans Hit by_C
_-u_t_s_ _ _ _ __
From a news release.

The Veterans Administration announced

Top Quality Word Proa:s..ing - Confidential

Experienced Freelince Professionals
Fat Tum-around - Affordable Rates
BUSINESS/
ORGANIZA'I10N:

Short or long term overload help
for special projects or rush jobs,
ie. proposals, mailinga, brochures.

LEGAIJ
,
PROFESSIONAL:

Legal secretarial/offo;e management services for attorneys and
other pro("ll!ionals on a tempon,y/
part-time buia, on or off premises.

LITERARY/
ACADEMIC:

Profesaional ten-editing, retention
and revision ~
cr,m,mar
and spelling - ) f o r ~
playwrights, l'acult-;, upper p,,duate
and law sb.Jdents u well as other
professionals.

Let us help you with quality, professional work
at affordable rates. Call for more information.
CALL TODAY· Pho'."' (612)774--0960

j

recently that payment adjustments will be
necessary in some of its entitlement program!s to successfully implement the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit
Control Act of 1985.
Assistance for vocational rehabilitation
trainees will be reduced by I 3.1 percent or
a monthly reduction of $41 for a single
veteran training full time.
In addition, grant payments for Specially Adapted Housing will be reduced
by 8 percent. Maximum grant payments
for automobile and adaptive equipment

will drop from $5,000 to $4,600.
The agency also announced that it will
impose a 10 percent reduction on the
payment of allowances for burial, burial
plots, and headstones.

According to VA officials, the reductions will remain in effect through Sept.
30, I 986, the end of the current fiscal year.
The agency's I 987 budget restores the
affected payments to their original levels. o

Take advantage of the wealth of
knowledge available from-your
Government. The U.S. Government
Printing Office has just produced
a new catalog. It tells about the
most popular books sold by the
Government-nearly 1,000 in all.
Books oil business, children,
energy, space, and much more.
For a free -copy of this new
catalog, write-

New Catalog
TO BE.\ PROFESSIO'.\'.\L
YOL' H.\ YE TO LOOK LIKE
.\ PROFESSIO'.\'.\L

Post Office Box 37000 Washington, D.C. 20013
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Walking America

Patronize
Our
Advertisers!
Counseling
Continued from page 3

Twenty-four teams participated this
year. The teams were judged by a panel
consisting of two attorneys and one counselor. The judges are selected by the Client
Counseling Board, which organizes the
school competition. Traditionally, the
Board is made up of the six team meJilbers
who were finalists in the previous year's
competition. The Board schedules the
practice ,rounds, critiques teams during
the pract_ice rounds and organizes the
competition. Professor. Curt Stine-is the
faculty advisor on the Board, and in add1tion to the general board duties he prepares the advancing team for the regionals.

in the lawyer-client relationship. It promotes greater knowledge and interest_in
the preventive- law and counseling functions of law practice. Students may earn
one credit if they participate in all the
practice rounds, and in the actual competition, and ~ they write a I0-15 page paper
in the competition's field of law for that
year.
o

Continued from page I
1

"This will eliminate the confusion and
hassles involved with the money," said
Adams. "AU the money we raise from the
walk will go directly to the CF clinic at the
university, which will go towards-researching Craig's exercises."
The walk is very special because it is the
first time a person with CF has attempted
anything of this magnitude. Tl!e pair plan
to walk 3,100 miles from :New York to
California. They will start from Ithaca,
N. Y. because Reid earned his undergraduate degree from Cornell University,
which is located in Ithaca. They plan to
begin their walk on May 18, and finish at
Santa Monica Beach on August 12.
The walk could literally take the life of
Reid. "But no matter what happens, the
walk has to continue," stressed Adams.
He added, "We will finish the walk no
matter what happens."

Reid looks forward to the walk and
views it as ~nother challenge in his life
that he will overcome. "All my life I have
overcome obstacles'that were supposed to
be impossible," said Reid. The trek will be
a long and tough journey, but the pair are
very determined to finish the walk and
acc:omplish their goal. "People think that
I may be putting myself in danger, but if
Dr. Warwick said I could not make the
walk, I would not," explained Reid.
Reid stresses that the psychology of the
project is to dedicate the entire matter to
his father who recently passed away from
Alzhiemers disease. "My father never
knew about the project, and unfortunately
never will, ..-Reid s~d.
Anyone interested in contributing to
this cause may send donatiops or helpful
information to: Craig Reid-Walking
America, c / o Bill Adams, l 070 Ashland
Ave., St. Paul, MN 55104.
o

Participating in the Competition is a
unique and fun method of developing
interviewing, planning and analytical skills

Graduation
Continued from page 8

December the administration learned that
the Ordway would not be available in
June, and Roy Wilkins Auditorium was
selected instead._ Dean Hogg said he
thought that decision had been made with
student advice. When he became aware of
the negative student reaction to that site,
he immeditely planned to change it.
According to Griffith, the SBA was active
in shifting the-location of graduation to
the I.A. O'Shaughnessy Auditorium.
Dean Hogg stated that graduation is
not necessarily confined to St. Paul and
that there are nose! requirements for graduation. Practical objectives guide the selection process. The place for graduation
must be attractive, suitable for the pomp
and ceremony of the occasion. It must
haye a stage, room for a large audience,
proper acoustics, and parking. Nearby
should be a place for luncn beforehand
with the distinguished guests and a place
for the reception afterward. And there
must be room for the behind-the-scenes
activity, such as organizing and marshalling the trustees, faculty and graduates. o

r

know ~ou~ disaff?2in+ed in not_ a.raduoJing at _
the Ordwoy, but just wait ti II JOU 1asie: F Happy t'Eal.
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We Take the
Trials Ollt of
. Legal
Copying!
Why Legal Copying Is Often
Considered Tortuous ·
As you may know, members of the
legal community have high_ standards.
They require high quality copying and
binding on oftentimes tight deadlines.
Justice may be blind, but it is stUI in a
hurry and it still demands that legal.
briefs, exhibits, contracts, and other
legal documents look just right. .
·
Of course, for the fastest service and
high quality, the legal community is
willing to pay a "premium" --just as long
as it's the lowest price possible. That's
understandable, as clients' interests must
be represented in the courtroom and the

copy room.
Kinko's Testimonial
It's no wonder, then, that Kinko's is

March 1986

-

Volume 28; Number 2

the copy expert called on most by Twin
Cities attorneys and Jaw students. Our
six locations are equipped with state of
the art full and self-service copiers,
binfiing facilities, and many other special
serv-ices. We're open long hours, every
day of the week--one store i& open 24
hours every. day except holi:,days ! And
no one objects to our , pnces. Law
students have never objected to the
discount cards we've been distributing!

Summation
The case for Ki'nko's is strong.
However, we mvite you to judge for
yourself, next time you neea copies.
You'll discover we're short on precedents, but long on service.

C
1665 Grand Avenue
St. Paul
699-!)671

,e_ _ _ _

•

IVS

Monday - Thursday 7:30 to 9:00
Friday 7:30 to 6:00
Saturday 9:00 to 5:00
Sunday 1:00 to 5 :00
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